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Founded in 1989, G-Star Raw creates “luxury denim for the streets.” The brand utilizes top-notch craftsmanship to create streetwear for an edgy everyday style. Its “most sustainable
jeans ever” boast 100% organic cotton, buttons without toxic chemicals, 98% recyclable material and more, and G-Star builds sustainability inherently into the company’s mission. 
They boast a philosophy centered around “Hardcore Denim,” demonstrating their dedication to pioneering the styling and use of denim and changing industry standards. “If we still
want to be here as a denim brand in 20, 50 or even 100 years from now,” G-Star states, “it is crucial for us to think innovatively about the impact we have on people and the planet.”
The company is transparent about its efforts to increase sustainable production and reduce its carbon footprint, aiming to decrease emissions from buildings while upholding the
quality of its product. It has also established the GSRD Foundation to support the lives of people in countries where G-Star produces. Alongside its global partners, the brand
provides education and stimulates entrepreneurship through vocational and life skills training for young people. To learn more about G-Star’s sustainability initiatives, click here.
Website: G Star Raw
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Founded in 2009 by Lyndon and Jamie Cormack in Vancouver, Canada, Herschel Supply Co. continues to make quality and well-designed backpacks and accessories. Herschel
Supply Co. initially got its name from Hersche, Saskatchewan, where earlier generations of the family grew up. This small town embodied the boundless creative freedom which the
brand remains inspired by. Ever since, the brand has been inspired to make a positive environmental impact, protecting the surrounding mountains, oceans and community. In
2021, they created a 10 Year Vision, with many sustainability goals accomplished by the following year. The company achieved 100% renewable electricity, recycled 4 million plastic
bottles into backpacks, and donated $215,000 to support North American creatives. Their plan also contains future goals, including reducing emissions by 42% by the year 2030.
 
By launching their “Eco Collection” in 2021, Herschel began to feature products made out of 100% recycled materials—from label to liner. This collection now contains various
sustainable products, made with the EcoSystem materials. In fact, by the Fall 2023, over 90% of Herschel’s products will be made with EcoSystem recycled materials. This fabric is
made from 100% recycled post-consumer water bottles made with 70% recycled polycarbonate from post-use road barricade material. Going forward, Herschel plans to continue
investing in their sustainability initiatives. To learn more, click here.
Website: Herschel Supply Co.
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Website: ABC Carpet and Home
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ABC Carpet and Home is a sustainable store and commerce brand that sparks change in the global retail space. It is committed to incorporating sustainability into its products as
well as wellness into the retail experience. ABC Carpet and Home sources goods created with fair labor standards and sustainability in mind. The company also hosts meetings
with global leaders and visionaries led by Deepak Chopra called Deepak Homebase.
The ABC Home and Planet Foundation allows customers to give back to several charities that have been vetted by ABC Carpet and Home. These charities include but are not
limited
to, Mission Blue, Rainforest Action Network, and Spikenard Farm Honeybee Sanctuary. For the full list of charities, click here.
Their Commitment: “We support continuous improvement in minimizing our collective environmental footprint and maximizing social justice. We aspire to manifest a universal
exchange where spirit, sustainability, culture, currency, and creation coexist. Through the expression of passion with beauty as a tool, we present commerce as a vehicle for insight
and for action in the aid of creating a better world”. 

Their Mission: “We aim to serve by manifesting a shift in the retail paradigm, one in which beauty, experience, and magic
are composed onto a revolutionary platform of cause-related products that guide creative expression, celebrate individuality, and cultivate sacred space.”
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Founded in 2007, Baggu was inspired by a desire for a reusable bag that was both functional and fashionable. Since creating the first Standard Baggu, the company has expanded to
design many different types of bags in its San Francisco studio — all sustainably made. Baggu has long had a partnership with its factory in China, ensuring the company’s familiarity
with the ethical and environmental responsibility upheld in the creation of its bags. Their entire Ripstop Nylon collection is made with 40% recycled material — specifically, recycled
nylon filament yarn produced from pre- and post-consumer waste. The company thus uses less scrap material, which conserves petroleum and reduces greenhouse gas emissions. In
addition, they have redesigned its packaging to eliminate plastic hang-tags and introduce recyclable paper sleeves, paper hang-tags, packing slips and biodegradable poly bags. Baggu
has reinvented the plastic bag with similarly lightweight totes that hold more weight and have less of a carbon footprint. To learn about more of their sustainable initiatives, click
here. 
Website: Baggu
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